We, humans, mirror our cultural characteristics in death just as we do in life. This study focuses on the way the dead communicate with the living through their gravestones. For this, we surveyed, photographed and documented a plethora of gravestones affiliated to Shamanism, Taoism, Judaism, Christianity, and Islam, and conducted content analysis of thematized scripts on stones and objects left on graves for remembrance. Our findings suggest that each set of beliefs displays specific as well as common messages concerning the deceased and the society they belonged to. The study asserts that although we, ephemeral creatures, pass in our final hour, our gravestones keep transmitting our cultural identity from generation to generation with information regarding who and what we were.
Introduction
Depending on cultural characteristics, graveyards or cemeteries are usually viewed as rather frightening and creepy places for the very feeling of loss and death. The reality about these places is that they are indeed the backyards of history founded at a firmly changing cultural prospect (Veit and Nonestied, 2008) . The Turkish poet, Beyatlı (n.d.) , states that no poem could ever be as national as a tombstone, since a tombstone, hosting the eye-straining effort and art inside introduces to us our own selves. Most of the notions of death seen on tombstones refer to a positive value-judgment of mortality, and focus on supporting those living in handling the regret of loss and the unease of dying (Fernández, 2011) . Furthermore, tombstones, a phenomenon of civilization, remove the coldness of death, and have a vital role in a society's development of its identity. They connect the past to our present day, reflecting the characteristics of a dead society with all its architectural, societal, economical, intellectual, political, artistic and cultural layers (Veit and Nonestied, 2008; Vırmiça, 2010) . They bring to light all such embedded characteristics in a society concerning a particular era in which they existed (Stone, 1991; Veit and Nonestied, 2008; Stone, 2009; Gürman and Fitton-Brown, 2013) . Veit and Nonestied (2008) put it quite rightly by stating that one cannot see a better place to face the thoughts and beliefs of the very first settlers of a land than a burial ground. Similarly, Streiter, Lin, Yen, Hsu, Wang and Goudin (2008) suggest that tombstones are significant products of a culture supplying humans with the opportunity to be able to analyze crucial features in a particular culture. On tombstones, one can see names, parental names, death dates, and occupations concerning the deceased (Farber, 2003; Snell, 2003) . Moreover, the script data on tombstones provides us with the chance to make inferences in clarifying diverse points or in making deductions about a particular culture from content of such scripts. Analysis of this content bears great significance in aiding us in our interpretation of potential, embedded messages that may have been running from generation to generation. For this, textual analysis principles were utilized in this study.
Textual analysis is a form of analyzing themes existing in written texts, and as is put by communication researchers, is employed in defining and interpreting features of a written or visual report. One of the major approaches to textual analysis is content analysis which is employed to diagnose, list, and analyze occurrences of particular messages and message features embedded in texts (Frey, Botan and Kreps, 1999; Carley, 1993) . It aims to outline content, structure, and functions of themes included in texts (McKee, 2003; Frey, Botan and Kreps, 1999) . For some researchers (Bernard and Ryan, 1998) , textual analysis covers interpretation and seeks meaning in texts, while for some others (Bernard and Ryan, 1998; Shapiro and Markoff, 1997) , it includes the transformation of texts into codes that symbolize messages. When textual analysis is carried out, an academic assumption is made through most probable interpretations that come out of the text (McKee, 2003) . In this vein, Condillac (2001) suggests that analyzing is nothing but an operation that results from conjunction of preceding operations; it consists in composing and decomposing ideas in creating new combinations. Therefore, textual analysis is as contextual as it is cultural (Kovala, 2002) .
We share the belief with Streiter, Voltmer and Goudin (2007) that tombstone scripts illustrate a linguistic genre which gives way to a deep understanding in culture and language. When transformation occurs, the only remaining evidence of previous existence is the language on the tombstone in a form of either words or symbols, projecting and/or symbolizing statuses, social connections, conceptual systems, mythologies and faiths. Thus, this study, utilizing textual analysis, was conducted in order to shed light on social and cultural messages transmitted through texts engraved on tombstones belonging to different faiths. With this in mind, we sought responses to the following research questions:
1. What is the nature of inscriptions on tombstones (linguistic/nonlinguistic)? 2. How does this nature differ, if it does, regarding diverse faiths? 3. What social and cultural messages are inferred from tombstone inscriptions in diverse faiths? 4. What similarities and differences do such social and cultural messages present regarding diverse faiths?
Data Collection
The data for this study was collected through scripts belonging to a total of 2008 tombstones reflecting different faiths. Of the tombstones, 1308 were surveyed from different published sources (Seth, 1937; Karamagarali, 1972; Seyirci and Topbas, 1985; Bakırcı, 2005; More Grave Inscriptions, 2006; Chinese Tombstones, 2007; Chinese Cemetery Headstones, 2009; Kut and Eldem, 2010; Sevim, 2010; Chater, 2011; Stoke-on-Trent, 2011; Kaya, 2012; Gürman and Fitton-Brown, 2013; Meier, 2013; Monumental Inscriptions at Tongland Kirkyard 2015; Headstones and Memorial Design Gallery, 2015) , and 700 graves representing different faiths in the province of Adana were photographed and added to this data.
Instruments
The instruments for data collection, as was stated above, consisted of two means: published and photographed. The published material was composed of 1308 tombstones, and the photographed included 700. Both sets of data represented diverse faiths (Shamanism=76, Taoism=10, Judaism=309, Christianity [Orthodox=131, Catholicism=388, and Protestantism=184], and Islam [Sunni=728, and Alawite=182]).
Data Analysis and Results
Tombstone inscriptions were examined with a special focus on the research questions posed in the study. Thus, content analysis was carried out in order to define the nature of the scripts, diversity of this nature, the messages transmitted, and diversity of these messages depending on different faiths. In our thematic analysis, SPSS (v20.0) was utilized for frequency of emerging themes and their significance of dispersion (Chi-square values).
As for the nature of scripts, the data yielded both linguistic and nonlinguistic representation of messages. While the linguistic representation was categorized as affiliation, dwelling, dynasty, faith, grief, heroism, kinship, martyrdom, nicknames, occupation, passing, passing location, personality, praise, race, reasons of passing, social status, untimely passing , and yearning, the nonlinguistic consisted of symbols (pictures, decorations, and signs). The results are presented in tabular forms for all faiths, starting with the oldest (Shamanism) and ending with the most recent (Islam).
Shamanist Tombstone Scripts
In this group of scripts, we observed both linguistic and nonlinguistic representations. In the former, six themes indicating affiliation (67.2%), nicknames (13.1%), kinship (8.2%), occupation (8.2%), faith (1.6%), and reasons of passing (1.6%), and in the later we observed pictures and decorations (76.0%), and pictures (24.0%) only on the gravestones. In Table 1 , we can see the themes and related frequencies pertaining to Shamanist scripts. As can be observed from Table 1 , the expression of affiliation on the Shamanist tombstone scripts emerged as the strongest linguistic theme, followed by nicknames, kinship, occupation, faith, and reasons of passing. As for the nonlinguistic representations, pictures and decorations had a significant occurrence followed by pictures only. Samples from tombstone scripts reflecting these expressions, and symbols are presented below: Due to a rather limited number of tombstones in this group, the data here does not probably present a generalizable outcome about Taoist tombstone inscriptions. However, when the ten pieces available to us are examined, we can see that all, dwelling, kinship, and dynasty are reflected with no significant differences of occurrence (p=0.368). Samples representing the themes are illustrated below: 
Judaist Tombstone Scripts
In Judaist tombstone scripts, we observed both linguistic and nonlinguistic representations. In the linguistic category, 10 themes, with a total of 334 occurrences, emerged from our analysis: kinship (86.5%), yearning (6.6%), occupation (3.0%), personality (0.9%), reasons of passing (0.9%), affiliation (0.6%), faith (0.6%), grief (0.3%), social status (0.3%), and untimely passing (0.3%). As for nonlinguistic representations, we detected 115 symbols in total: signs (81.0%), and pictures and signs (19.0%). In Table 3 , we can see both the linguistic and nonlinguistic representations with their pertaining frequency of emergence. 
Orthodox Tombstone Scripts
Both linguistic and nonlinguistic representations were observed in the Orthodox tombstone scripts. In the former, a total of 266 occurrences of 11 themes emerged with varying frequencies: kinship (38.3%), race (22.6%), passing location (16.5%), faith (13.2%), dwelling (3.0%), occupation (2.3%), personality (1.9%), nicknames (0.8%), reasons of passing (0.8%), grief (0.4%), and untimely passing (0.4%). As for the nonlinguistic categories, both signs (81.0%), and signs and pictures (19.0%) were observed. Race, occupation, faith, and personality: Tomb of Khoja Morteneous, Armenian merchant died 1611. Here lies the holy Khoja Mortenepus, Armenian, who was a professed disciple of Christ, and who was a righteous man; whatever he had, he gave in charity to the poor, in token of fidelity to his Divine Master, in the year one thousand six hundred and eleven from the birth of Christ. 
Signs and pictures:

Catholic Tombstone Scripts
In this faith also, in our examination we observed the two categories of representations: linguistic and nonlinguistic. A total of 747 occurrences of 10 themes in the linguistic representations were detected. As for the nonlinguistic category, both signs, and pictures and signs existed on tombstones. Table 5 illustrates linguistic and nonlinguistic representations with varying frequencies. From Table 5 , we can clearly see that with a great dominance, the theme, kinship (54.1%) in the linguistic category significantly outnumbered the existence of other themes: passing location (35.9%), occupation (4.4%), reasons of passing (2.1%), faith (1.3%), dwelling (1.2%), grief (0.4%), passing (0.3%), personality (0.1%), and yearning (0.1%). In the nonlinguistic representation, a great majority of the symbols were signs (63.0%) followed by pictures and signs (37.0%). Samples from related tombstone scripts, and symbols are illustrated below: 
Protestant Tombstone Scripts
In the examined Protestant tombstone scripts, the observed linguistic and nonlinguistic representations display a similarity to those previously observed in the Orthodox and Catholic tombstone contents, in that the theme kinship in the linguistic category was seen to be expressed rather more frequently compared to other themes. And, in the nonlinguistic category, similarly, signs were the most frequently occurring symbols. As can be observed from Table 6 , in the linguistic category, kinship (34.1%), with a majority of expression, was respectively followed by faith (27.9%), dwelling (10.7%), passing location (10.3%), occupation (7.9%), grief (3.5%), personality (2.1%), reasons of passing (1.4%), passing (1.0%), untimely passing (0.4%), yearning (0.4%), and affiliation (0.2%). As for the symbols, signs were observed with 66.0%, and decorations and signs with 34.0%. Samples from related tombstone scripts reflecting the themes, and symbols are displayed below: 
Sunni Tombstone Scripts
Besides similarities, the Islamic tombstones do also display some significant differences from those already examined. In the Sunni faith of tombstones, we can observe only linguistic representations. Nonlinguistic symbols, similar to the Taoist faith, do not appear on the gravestones. In Table 7 , we can see the emerged themes and their related percentage of occurrences. Table 7 , we can clearly observe that the theme, faith, with 43.5%, came on top of the list of other themes: kinship (15.0%), occupation (8.1%), passing (6.4%), untimely passing (5.7%), dwelling (4.9%), martyrdom (4.2%), reasons of passing (2.7%), personality (2.4%), affiliation (1.7%), grief (1.4%), praise (1.3%), yearning (1.0%), social status (0.6%), nicknames (0.5%), dynasty (0.4%), and heroism (0.2%). Samples from tombstone scripts reflecting such expressions are illustrated below:
Faith: Our dear Prophet states that believers do not die, they just move from the mortal life to eternal one. With the wish of prayer, mercy and forgiving. Son of Süleyman, Abdullah Nurullah". 
Alawite Tombstone Scripts
Coming from the similar tradition, the Alawite tombstone scripts bear resemblances to as well as differences from the Sunni tombstones. For instance, in both, we can observe the theme faith to overwhelmingly outnumber the existence of other themes. However, while we could not observe any symbols on Sunni tombstones, the Alawite's were abundant with pictures and decorations. From Table 8 , we can see that, the total occurrence of themes in the linguistic category is 307, and similar to the Sunni, the theme, faith (59.3%) topped the list of other themes: kinship (28.0%), untimely passing (3.6%), occupation (2.9%), grief (2.6%), passing (1.6%), dwelling (0.7%), reasons of passing (0.3%), martyrdom (0.3%), social status (0.3%), and yearning (0.3%). As for the nonlinguistic representations in the total 122 occurrences, with 80.0%, pictures and decorations significantly outnumbered pictures (12.0%) only, and decorations (8.0%) followed suit. Samples from tombstone scripts reflecting these expressions, and symbols are illustrated below: 
Discussion and Conclusion
Having examined 2008 tombstones from diverse faiths, we discovered that each faith has its own specific characteristics as were reflected through the scripts and symbols on the gravestones. Besides such specificity, there are also commonalities, in that we see that each succeeding faith has been built upon a preceding one, and naturally, the eight faiths bear similarities as well as differences in transmitting linguistic and nonlinguistic representations to future generations.
The Shaman tombstone scripts revealed six linguistic themes and two nonlinguistic symbols. On the top of the list of this faith, comes affiliation followed by nicknames. And the symbols were pictures and decorations, and pictures only. As Winkleman (2013) states, affiliation and symbols are significantly treated in Shamanist tombstone inscriptions. The Shamanic traditions and beliefs cover the society's most important spiritual, religious, societal, and curative practices, providing a context to form a connection between an individual and a community. The fact that symbols were heavily employed on tombstone decorations is an indication of the Shaman culture in which communication is mostly in nonlinguistic forms and thus cannot be captured through texts only. For instance, Native American Indians are deeply spiritual and they communicated their history, thoughts and dreams from generation to generation through symbols.
Contrary to the Shaman faith, on the Taoist tombstones, three themes with relatively similar percentages assert themselves: dwelling, kinship and dynasty. The significance of hometown ties in Chinese community is well expressed by Chen (2002) . In customary Chinese community, the family is another title for a parental tribe, covering not only its available representatives but also its forefathers held as sacred and honored in the tribe, and a number of feudal orders and moral codes among kinships related to Confucian principles (Sheng, 2004) . As for nonlinguistic representation, no symbols were detected on the Taoist tombstones.
Similar to Taoist tombstones, kinship emerges as a very common theme in Judaist tombstone scripts. Besides the linguistic representation, nonlinguistic symbols were significantly used on Judaist gravestones. The Star of David existed on almost all tombstones. The Judaist family-roots of the Hebrew community are the seed of the following generations (Roiphe, 1986) . "While courteous and loving relationships are the ground and aim of family, the family in Jewish society owns a holy aim beyond itself. That's to say, its aim is to bless, by means of living God's Word and Way, all facets of life. To sum up, the family is the main theme of Jewish world around which faithful observance works out" (Rosen, n.d.) .
Being a common theme for all the Orthodox, Catholic, and Protestant gravestone inscriptions, kinship emerged with the greatest percentage of occurrence in the linguistic representation in these faiths. This theme was followed by race in the Orthodox, by passing location in the Catholic, and by faith in the Protestant gravestone inscriptions. This is no surprise as is well indicated in Timothy 5(8) in the Holy Bible that "anyone who does not provide for their relatives and especially for their own household has denied the faith and is worse than an unbeliever". For all three faiths, the emerging nonlinguistic representation is the symbol, Cross.
The Islamic tradition of tombstone representations is rather rich. In the Sunni scripts, faith comes as the most frequently expressed theme. The same also goes for the Alawites. In both faiths, the scripts on almost all tombstones invite the onlooker to pray on the soul of the deceased by reciting the Surah Al-Fatiha (The Opening). Although there is a set of dissimilarities between Sunni and Shiite or Alawite Islam, these Islamic sects own traditions, customs, beliefs, cultures, and doctrines in common (Blanchard, 2009) . Kinship is the second most commonly occurring theme again in both the Sunni and the Alawite faiths. However, the overwhelming existence of nonlinguistic representation on the Alawite tombstones diverges from the Sunni tradition. This probably is due to the fact that the Anatolian Alawism is a thought and faith system affected by several beliefs and cultures, some of which are Shamanism, Judaism, and Catholicism, as well as the Greek culture, paganism, transmigration and mysticisms. As was stated previously, no faith is free from the influence of another, and each succeeding faith is built on an already existing one. Therefore, quite naturally, what was used before was carried over to the present. The symbols used on Alawite tombstones consisted of pictures and decorations, and pictures only. On a typical Alawite grave, one can see a picture of the deceased as well as a piece of cloth fitted onto or wrapped around the tombstone. According to Tuna (2000) , after adopting Islam, the characteristics of former Turkish beliefs were mostly seen among Alawites. Although Alawism is cited as a sect of Islam, it has stronger relations with old Turkish beliefs and culture. Dhikir applications described as devotional actions in which brief phrases or prayers are recited silently or loudly in Islam for instance are seen in other forms in Shamanism as well.
In this study, we highlighted societal and cultural characteristics of different faiths as they are transmitted through tombstones. Our multi-faceted and detailed analysis uncovered an ever piling up cultural treasure lying in each tombstone script. With this regard, we see our study as an open ended process which provides support to prospective studies to be conducted in this field, since every new tombstone which has not been examined yet remains as a treasure box full of undiscovered cultural richness. The results obtained from this piece of research may prove to be significant for researchers in the field of culture, language and linguistics.
